The Deni Greene Award 2016
For a professional who has shown outstanding courage in their work for
sustainability
The Deni Greene Award - auspiced by the Bob Brown Foundation - has been established to
recognise the many contributions that Deni Greene made to sustainability during her time in
Australia through an annual award named in her honour.
The Award has been established through the initiative and financial support of a group of Deni
Greene’s friends and colleagues.
The Deni Greene Award is for an Australian who has made a significant professional contribution
in one or more of the following fields in the past five years - areas in which Deni Greene was
particularly active:


Sustainability



Ethical investment



Energy



Environmental and social responsibility (including standards)



Environmental communication.

The contribution made is expected to be:


Courageous, reflecting actions or positions taken without fear or favour and involving passionate
advocacy within their professional field of work, and



Well researched, strategic and effective, and



Ideally cross-disciplinary.

These contributions may relate to paid or unpaid work in a person’s professional area of work, and
the contribution may have been made in Australia or overseas. The Award is, ideally, for a person
still active in their field and who is likely to continue to make a significant contribution, especially
those who have not yet received publicly acknowledgement for their contributions through
another award or honour.
Nominations for the Award must be made on a confidential basis and the nominee should not
be advised of the nomination. Self-nomination is not acceptable.
Nominations received will be reviewed by an Award Committee and a recommendation made to
the Board of the Bob Brown Foundation. The 2016 Award will be announced in September 2016.
Prior to the announcement of the Award, the Award recipient will be advised of the Award.
Nominators will also be advised of the results of their nomination.
You can find out more about the Deni Greene Award and past winners on the Bob Brown
Foundation website (http://www.bobbrown.org.au/the_deni_greene_award).
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The Deni Greene Award 2016
For a professional who has shown outstanding courage in their work for
sustainability
Nomination form
This nomination is confidential and the nominee should not be advised of the nomination.
Please complete this nomination and submit to the denigreeneaward@bigpond.com on or before
Friday 15 July 2015.

Nominee
Name
Brief statement of their contribution (max 100 words)

Nominators (2)
Please provide each nominator’s details below. Two nominators are required.
We may need to contact you to seek additional information about your nominee.

Name
Organisation (if applicable)
Contact details:
Address:
Phone: day time
Phone: after hours
Phone: mobile
Email:
Name
Organisation (if applicable)
Contact details:
Address:
Phone: day time
Phone: after hours
Phone: mobile
Email:

Detailed evidence of the nominee’s contribution
In describing the nominee and their contributions, please be concise and attach supporting
information at the end.
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1. Description of the nominee’s contribution/s
What field or fields have they contributed to?
This could include fields that Deni Greene specialised in (as above) or other areas of ‘sustainability’.

How would you describe the qualities of the nominee’s contributions?
Deni had great intellect, energy and persistence, incisive analysis, courage to stand up to vested
interests, so-called powerful people, warmth, wit and creativity; all of this made her a powerful
force.
How has their contribution/s required them to be particularly courageous or act without fear or
favour? In what ways has their contribution/s been particularly creative, innovative, thorough,
strategic and/or effective?

2: Impact of the nominee’s contribution/s
What difference has their contribution made, to what, to whom and when?

What differences do you expect their contribution will make over time and why?

3: Has their contribution/s created new understandings across disciplines or fields? If yes, then
describe what disciplines, for whom, impact.
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4: Has their contribution/s been recognised in awards, publications etc? By whom and when?

5: Other
Please attach any additional evidence of their contribution/s, and list the attachments below.
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